Suggested Hi-Lo Books for Secondary
Interest Level: GRADE 8+; Reading Level: GRADE 0 – 2
Published by Saddleback Educational Publishing ; Sold in Canada by MIND Resources
Teen Emergent Reader Libraries [TERL]
Written at the emergent and beginning reader levels, the books offer mature, teen-centric storylines that entice teens to read.
Formatted as 48- to 64-page books.
TERL Phonics
TERL Phonics has been developed specifically for emerging teen readers who are developing their decoding skills. Written at
emergent and beginning reader levels, the books have been carefully controlled to showcase phonics skills, beginning with CVC
words and progressing through long vowels, r-controlled vowels, digraphs, and multisyllabic words.

Decode boxed set
Reading Level 0 - 0.9
Level 1, Level 2, Level 3 w/ 8 books per level
$74.95 / set
Develop boxed set
Reading Level 0.7 - 1.3
Level 4, Level 5, Level 6 w/ 8 books per level
$74.95 / set

Which Students?
Emergent teen readers who are:




developing their decoding skills
reluctant readers
learning English as a second language

Suggested Uses:
Conferencing
Guided Reading
 Decoding
 Reading Fluency
 Vocabulary
 Comprehension
Shared Reading
Independent Reading
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Teen Emergent Reader Library
EMERGE
Reading Level 0.0 - 0.5;
48 pages
Word count 525-650
20 titles
4 additional titles available for individual purchase (“Boosters”)
ENGAGE
Reading Level 0.6 - 1.0
48 pages
Word count 800-950
20 titles
4 additional titles available for individual purchase (“Boosters”)
EXCEL
Reading Level 1.0 - 1.5
64 pages
Word count 1100 – 1300
20 titles
2 additional titles available for individual purchase (“Boosters”)
SOAR
Reading Level 1.6 - 2.0
64 pages
Word count 1400 – 1790
20 titles
Which Students?
Emergent teen readers who:




do not struggle markedly with word decoding, but
benefit from text that is controlled for vocabulary and
sentence length
are learning English as a second language

Suggested Uses:
Conferencing
Guided Reading, focused on critical reading components:
 Comprehension
 Vocabulary
 Fluency
Shared Reading
Independent Reading
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Low-Level Cliffhangers
Three-part series with graphic elements and edgier reading material. Each three-part story arc ends with a cliffhanger that is
resolved in the final book of each set. Books are each 64 pages and 2000 – 2500 words.
Apartment 4A
Reading Level Grade 2

Trippin’
Reading Level 1

Bree was barely getting by. Too
many people were letting her down.
And then there was the creepy
apartment next door....

Two homeless teenagers are stranded on the way
to a party. They are picked up by an older couple
with a dark secret.

Coming Home
Reading Level Grade 2

The Message
Reading Level 1

Will and his mom were at odds for
a long time. Now he`s back home,
and has a job and a girlfriend. But
a jealous ex brings big problems.

Dack keeps having strange dreams about his
missing friend. These dreams lead him to a
terrible discovery.

Right Now!
A series with colourful high–impact graphics and cutting-edge design. 40-page stories with up to 600 words maximum. Students can
debate the endings in a series of activities designed to explore the subject.
Reading Level 1 – 2.5
Available in a 12 book set and / or by individual title

Which Students?
Struggling, emergent teen readers who:
 will benefit from building their decoding
abilities
 require access to mature, engaging text
written at an early elementary level
 benefit from accompanying visual information

Suggested Uses:
Conferencing
Guided Reading, focused on critical reading components
 Comprehension
 Vocabulary
 Fluency
Shared Reading
Independent Reading
Literature Study
Promoting a reading- writing connection
Igniting discussion
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